Potential drug delivery approaches for XFS-associated and XFS-associated glaucoma.
Key tissue targets in treating exfoliation syndrome (XFS) and the associated glaucoma include lens, iris, and ciliary body, which produce the exfoliative material, and the trabecular meshwork, which may be impaired by the exfoliative material. In addition to antiglaucoma drug therapy, strategies for treating the disease include approaches for preventing formation of exfoliative material as well as those aimed at digesting exfoliative material. A variety of drug molecules including small molecules, protein drugs, and nucleic acids are potential candidates for treating XFS. Potential drug classes include antioxidants, lysyl oxidase-like 1 enhancers, antifibrotics, anti-inflammatory agents, proteases, and chaperones. However, the delivery of these agents to the target tissues in the anterior segment is hindered by protective static and dynamic barriers of the eye. Thus, unique drug delivery approaches are needed for each drug type (small molecules, proteins, and nucleic acids). In addition, there is a need for sustaining drug therapy for treating XFS, which can potentially be addressed by using nanoparticles, microparticles, implants, and contact lens delivery systems. This article provides an overview of drug delivery challenges and opportunities in treating XFS with the focus being on nanomedicines.